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exivo access management – platform integration

Improved service for you and your
customers:
integrated access management on
your platform – thanks to exivo

No matter which platform you use for your services: from
B&B booking platforms to websites for managing shared
premises or a solution for reserving rooms and resources
– exivo helps you to automate assigning access rights
with a minimum of effort. Linking access to your services
generates appreciable added value for you and your
customers. The exivo access solution in the cloud and
comprehensive "application programming interface" (API)
lets you quickly and easily transfer access rights via
diverse means of communication.

When is integration
worth your while?
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Offer your customers additional services
Optimise your processes
Save labour and resource costs
Make the most of your potential
RESTful API (JSON)
Easy integration
Webhook for receiving messages
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•

If you use a platform or mobile application
to interact with your customers

•

If you need customised solutions and
functions

•

If access to rooms is going to be an
integral part of your service
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Full control
with exivo

Features

You have full control over your reservations,
but how secure is your access?
exivo puts you in charge and lets you easily
integrate access control into your existing
platform via API (the interface to application
programs).

exivo – use it anywhere
The services industry is highly diversified – and
so are exivo’s deployment possibilities – especially when it comes to linking in to existing
platforms.

You don’t yet have any kind of access solution
on your doors?
If so, don’t hesitate any longer. An upgrade to
exivo as access solution is worth your while,
especially in terms of cost and flexibility.
You save labour costs
You used to never be able to estimate exactly
when customers were going to use their
tennis court, gym or holiday home. So you
needed staff for both the administration and
granting access rights. With exivo as your
access solution, now you don’t need staff any
longer, for thanks to online rights assignment,
you can grant your guests access via mobile
phone or PIN code.
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Enhance your customer experience
exivo eliminates the need for time-consuming
reservation processes or advance notifications
and fixing dates for handing over access
media like keys. Straightforward reservation
and the direct assignment of rights leave
your customers free to do as they please and
let you enhance the flexibility of your services
to customers.
Make the most of your potential
Besides staff for administration and letting
customers into your premises, now you don’t
have to put on lights or heating on the off
chance guests will arrive. Thanks to online
reservation via a platform and linkage to the
exivo access control system now you know
exactly when resources/rooms etc. are
required and can switch on lights and heating
accordingly. This is a special benefit for 24/7
services.
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Application examples
of exivo integration in
reservation platforms:
Residential complexes

Bed & Breakfast

•

•

As soon as residents reserve a room on the platform
they are immediately assigned the rights for it. Extras
like “function rooms” can also be integrated into the
system to completely eliminate any manual administration.

Sports facilities
•

•

•

Tennis courts
Your guests may want to play on court very early or very
late. Reservation and transfer of the access rights runs
smoothly via exivo with no need for staff presence.
Gyms
Your guests can come and go as they like. Very easily –
thanks to the assignment of access rights.
Swimming pools
If there are no bookings, you will be able to see this
and thus save heating costs and other resources.

You can also add services
You can include other areas besides access to your tennis
courts/gym/hotel. For instance, in your gym/hotel you can
manage controlled access to the sauna via your platform
and thus offer it as an extra service.

Only guests who have actually reserved and paid for
your service can enter the relevant rooms.

Shared offices
•

Controlling access to shared premises is especially
important in view of the new European General Data
Protection Regulation.

Schools
•

Security comes first where children are involved. exivo
lets you exactly define access rights and thus protect
rooms from unauthorised access.

Automated processes like access control leave you with
More time to spend on your core processes and more
revenue thanks to the efficient use of your resources.
Please feel free to get more information here:
www.dormakaba.com/exivo

Access solution in the cloud – no longer a dream
Our solutions have already proved their salt in practice.
Providers like eTennis or SportsNow already use exivo to
improve both security and the customer experience and
operate more profitably.
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